Quick start guide to SciVal

Assess your relative strengths and weaknesses by making custom selections of research groups, indicators and subject areas to compare and benchmark against.

An overview of metrics for your entity: citations, topics, collaboration, publishing output, impact and more.

View the impact of your collaborations and explore potential for new collaborations.

Collate, run and share reports built from your analysis.

Define and manage custom entities.

Help/Support

Institutions and groups

Researchers and groups

Publication sets (define in ‘My SciVal’ first)

Countries and groups

Topics and Topic Clusters (defined by SciVal)

Research Areas (pre-defined or define a bespoke area)

For further assistance with SciVal contact: Informationspecialists@plymouth.ac.uk
Alternatively, for REF related use of SciVal contact: Alison.Bendall@plymouth.ac.uk